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Abstract: Firstly, the radar cross section (RCS) test results of the stealthy microsatellite of TianXun-
1(TX-1) in the anechoic chamber are compared with the RCS numerically simulated by the physical
optics method, and the accuracy of the physical optical method is verified. On this basis, in order
to improve the radar stealth performance of the microsatellite, a satellite stealth configuration
optimization design method is proposed with the multi-prismatic stealth configuration of TX-1 as the
initial configuration, and two olive stealth satellite configurations are obtained. By comparing the
RCS simulation and radar detection probability of the optimized Olive-A and Olive-B satellite stealth
configurations in multiple directions, it is demonstrated that the stealth performance of the Olive-B
configuration is better. Finally, the anechoic chamber test is conducted on the metallic Olive-B model,
and the test results show that the test results and simulation results of Olive-B are in good agreement,
which again verifies that the stealth performance of Olive-B is better than that of TX-1 and Olive-A.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous development of various space-based and ground-based detection
means, the in-orbit survivability of satellites is facing serious challenges. In order to achieve
low detectability of satellites and strengthen the defense capability against enemy radar
detection systems, there is an urgent need to apply stealth technologies to satellites. For
the different threats faced by satellites under different detection systems, satellite stealth
technology can be divided into radar stealth, infrared stealth, visible light stealth, and radio
frequency stealth, among which one of the main threats to satellites comes from radar,
and it is especially important to design and analyze microsatellites with low radar cross
section (RCS) shape [1–3]. Since satellite stealth technology involves state secrets, not much
information is available for reference.

In 1990, the first satellite of the U.S. Misty program (Misty-1) was successfully launched.
The cylindrical satellite body has a conical inflatable cover underneath; the radar waves
emitted from the ground to the conical inflatable cover will be refracted to other directions
so that the return energy is greatly suppressed [4], and it is also the world’s first stealth
satellite operating in orbit. In 2011, based on the idea of multi-prismatic design, Zheng, K.
proposed three stealthy microsatellite configurations and obtained the conclusion that the
stealth effect of the multi-prismatic cone is better through RCS comparison simulation [5]. In
2015, Chung, S.S.M. referred to the configuration design of the Misty satellite and replaced
the conical inflatable cover with a metal cone to obscure the cylindrical satellite below.
Then, the finite difference time domain (FDTD) algorithm was used to numerically simulate
the monostatic RCS of conventional and stealthy satellites in the S-band [6]. In 2016, Chen,
W. disclosed a radar-stealthy satellite in orbit, which is known as TianXun-1(TX-1). TX-1 is
both the first stealth microsatellite developed by Nanjing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and the first Chinese microsatellite with low target characteristics, which
was launched into orbit on a CZ-4B launch vehicle from the Taiyuan Satellite Launch
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Center. The satellite has an in-orbit mass of 61 kg, an envelope size of less than 1 m, an
orbital altitude of 495 km, and its specific configuration is a combination of a hexagonal
column, a hexagonal platform, and a hexagonal cone [7]. In 2017, Zhu, D. proposed a
satellite configuration with both radar stealth and optical stealth with a peak optical cross
section (OCS) of only 0.082 m2, which is not easily identified by optical detection system
surveillance [8]. In 2017, Gong, J. used a high-frequency asymptotic approach to extract
the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of an optoelectronic/infrared reconnaissance
satellite and obtained the scattering bright spot distribution of the satellite [9].

2. Theoretical Basis
2.1. RCS Numerical Calculation Method

From the perspective of computational electromagnetics, RCS calculation methods can
be divided into differential equation methods, integral equation methods, finite element
methods, and high-frequency approximation methods applicable to targets in the optical
region. In the frequency range studied in the thesis, the satellite target is mainly in the
optical region. The method of moments (MOM) is a typical integral method, which does not
have the problem of convergence by using a direct calculation of the matrix, and the total
number of unknowns is greatly reduced by using a surface grid for partitioning, but because
of the coupling between the “sources”, the matrix is a dense matrix, which leads to a slow
MOM calculation [10,11]. Most of them are used for RCS calculations for some fine electric
small or electric medium size targets. Multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) uses
some acceleration algorithms on the basis of MOM, which reduces the memory requirement
and increases the computational speed and can be used to solve RCS of electrically large
size, but the iterative solution is prone to non-convergence when encountering pathological
matrices, such as aircraft intakes, tail jets, and other cavity structures. The physical optics
(PO) method is mainly applied to the scattering characteristics of the target in the optical
region to solve. Starting from the Stratton–Chu scattering field integral equation, and
assuming that the value of the target surface current is equal to the current value when
the target is an ideal smooth plane, the physical optics current is accordingly integrated to
obtain the scattering field in the far region of the target [12,13].

Based on the Stratton–Chu integral equation [14–17], the electric and magnetic fields
can be determined as:

E(r) =
1

jωε · 4π

x

S′

[
3− k2R2 + j3kR

R5 e−jkRR×
(

R× JS
(
r′
))

+ 2JS
(
r′
)1 + jkR

R3 e−jkR
]

dS′ (1)

H(r) =
1

4π

x

S′

−1− jkR
R3 e−jkR(r× JS

(
r′
))

dS′ (2)

where j is the imaginary unit, k is the number of free-space waves, ω is the electromagnetic
wave angular frequency, ε is the dielectric permittivity, r is the coordinate vector of the field
point, r′ is the coordinate vector of the source point, S′ is the area of the surface element
being accumulated, and R is the distance between the field point and the source point.
Based on the above assumptions of PO, the target surface current excited by the radar
wave is:

JS =

{
2n×H, ZI

0, ZD
(3)

where n is the unit vector of the target surface normal vector, ZI is the illuminated area, and
ZD is the dark area [16,18]. If the incident wave is a plane wave, then:

Ei(r′) =∣∣∣E0

∣∣∣e−jk·r′ (4)
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where k is the incident electromagnetic wave vector. Then, the electric field formula can be
transformed into:

ES(r) =
−k2

jωε · 2πη

x

S′
r̂×

{
r̂×

[(
n̂
(
r′
)
· E0
)
k̂−

(
n̂
(
r′
)
· k̂
)
E0
]}
× e−jk(R+k̂·r′)

R
dS′ (5)

The integral term could be recorded as:

I =
x

S′
r̂×

{
r̂×

[(
n̂
(
r′
)
· E0
)
k̂−

(
n̂
(
r′
)
· k̂
)
E0
]}

e−jk(−r̂+k̂)·r′dS′ (6)

According to the definition of radar cross section, the RCS of a single facet element is
calculated as:

σ =
4π

λ2

∣∣∣∣I∣∣∣∣2 (7)

The total RCS of the target is contributed to by numerous facets, and thus the total
RCS is:

σt =

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
f=1

√
σf

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(8)

where σf represents the RCS of the f-th facets element.
The RCS arithmetic mean and RCS magnitude are chosen to quantify the stealth

performance of the target.
σm = max{σi} (9)

σ[a,b] =
∑N

i=1 σi

N
(10)

where σi is the RCS at the i-th incident angle, σm is the RCS maximum, and σ[a,b] is the RCS
arithmetic mean in the [a, b] angle domain.

RCS is a hypothetical area, the unit is meter squared, but the RCS fluctuation range
of the target at different angles is very large, for example, the RCS fluctuation range of a
stealth aircraft can easily reach six orders of magnitude, and it is difficult to clearly show the
change characteristics of the target RCS in the figure. At this time, it needs to be expressed
in logarithmic form:

σdBsm = 10lgσm2 (11)

In data processing, it is sometimes necessary to express RCS in units of m2, and
Equation (11) can also be written as:

σm2 = 100.1σdBsm (12)

2.2. Anechoic Chamber RCS Measurement Method

The target RCS is further obtained from the measured S-parameters, using the relative
comparison method. Taking a standard metal sphere with a known scattering section as
the reference object, the scattering section of the standard sphere is the formula πr2, and r
is the radius of the standard sphere.

The normalized backscattering RCS of the metal calibration sphere is:

σ

πr2 = (
j

kr

∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n(2n + 1)×
[(

krJn(kr)− nJn(kr)

krHn−1(kr)− nH(1)
n (kr)

)
−
(

Jn(kr)

H(1)
n (kr)

)]
(13)

H(1)
n (kr) = Jn(kr) + jYn(kr) (14)

where r is the radius of the sphere, k = 2π/λ, Jn is the n-order first class Bessel function,
H(1)

n is n-order Hankel function, and Yn is n-order second class sphere Bessel function.
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Under the same measurement conditions, the ratio of the scattering power intensity
of the target and the standard sphere is the ratio of the RCS of the two. The test system
directly measures the transmission S-parameter of the target, which is S21, and its size is
proportional to the scattering power of the target and RCS. Let the RCS and S21 of the
standard sphere be σ0 and S0; the RCS and S21 of the target are σ1 and S1.

σ1 = σ0
S1

S0
(15)

If σ0 and σ1 are in dBsm, S0 and S1 are in dB, then the above equation becomes:

σ1 = σ0 + S1 − S0 (16)

From the above equation, the S-parameters of the standard sphere with known RCS
and the target to be measured separately, as well as the RCS of the target, can be calculated.

3. Stealthy Satellite Anechoic Chamber Test Verification

In order to verify the accuracy of the physical optics method, this paper takes the TX-1
stealthy microsatellite as an arithmetic example. Firstly, the high-quality electromagnetic
calculation model of TX-1 is obtained by geometric cleaning, as shown in Figure 1a. Then,
the RCS results obtained by testing the satellite in the anechoic chamber are compared with
the results calculated by the physical optics method [18]. The frequency of this test is set to
5.45 GHz and the polarization form is VV polarization. The relevant in-orbit parameters of
TX-1 are given in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Anechoic chamber test verification. (a) Schematic diagram of incident wave. (b) Comparison
of test and simulation results.

Table 1. In-orbit parameters of TX-1 stealth microsatellite.

Parameter
Items Length/m Width/m Height/m In-Orbit

Quality/kg
Altitude of the

Orbit/km

Type of
Launch
Rockets

Location of
the Launch

Parameter
Value 0.694 0.608 0.995 61 495 CZ-4B

Taiyuan
Satellite
Launch
Center

From Figure 1b, it is easy to see that the RCS value is solved by using PO is in good
agreement with the actual RCS value of the satellite obtained from the test in the anechoic
chamber. Specifically, there is a clear wave peak in the symmetric angular domain from
84 to 96◦ centered at 90◦ (right at the tip of the satellite), which corresponds to the tip
of TX-1. The experimental results in this angular domain are obviously higher than the
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simulation results because PO is the method of tangent plane approximation, which simply
assumes that the surface of the accumulated target is completely smooth and flat, and
directly substitutes the surface field into the integral equation, so PO does not solve the
cusp scattering problem well. The mean values of RCS obtained from the simulation and
experiment after removing this error-ridden angular domain are −17.86 dB and −17.96 dB,
respectively, with only 0.1 dB difference between them, which proves the accuracy and
feasibility of using the high-frequency asymptotic approach to solve the satellite RCS in the
optical region.

4. Stealthy Configuration Optimization Design of TX-1
4.1. Optimal Design of Satellite Body

Figure 2 shows the specific ideas and methods used to optimize the stealth satellite.
Firstly, the four-sided cone configuration with symmetric structure is obtained by referring
to the stealth configuration of TX-1, and then the number of edges of the symmetric cone is
increased to eight and ten edges, as shown in Figure 2. Finally, using the idea of limit, the
number of edges is taken to be large enough to obtain the final optimized configuration
(olive).
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Figure 2. Stealthy configuration optimization design of the satellite.

Olive-A can be divided into stealthy and non-stealthy attitudes, as shown in Figure 3.
The Olive-B is a highly symmetric rotating body with the same RCS distribution curve in
all directions, so it can achieve omnidirectional stealth and there is no difference between
stealth and non-stealth attitudes.
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Figure 3. Two radar wave incident attitudes of Olive-A configuration. (a) Incident in non-stealth
attitude. (b) Incident in stealth attitude.

From the simulation results in Figure 4, it is easy to see that the RCS in the non-stealth
attitude of the Olive configuration A is about 10 dBsm higher than that of the stealth
attitude in the angular domains of 60–120◦ and 240–300◦, while the difference in the RCS
in the other angular domains is very small. In fact, the stealth performance of the satellite
decreases when the incident radar wave gradually deviates from the stealth attitude and
reaches the worst performance when it reaches the non-stealth attitude.
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RCS distribution. (b) Comparison of mean and maximum values of RCS.

To verify the feasibility of the optimization method in Figure 2, the central frequency
point of the X-band is selected to analyze TX-1, the eight-sided pointed cone, the ten-sided
pointed cone, and the stealth attitude of Olive-A configuration. The comparison of the RCS
numerical calculation results of the four stealth configurations at the X-band (10 GHz) is
given below.

From Figure 5 and Table 2, it is easy to find that the pattern is very obvious in the
X-band; the stealth performance of the four configurations is Olive > ten-sided cone >
eight-sided cone > TX-1, both in terms of RCS mean and RCS maximum. The arithmetic
mean and maximum values of RCS of the Olive configuration are lower than those of the
TX-1 by 3.65 dB and 43.97 dB, respectively, while the RCS reduction in the ten-sided cone is
better than that of the eight-sided cone. This again confirms the correctness and feasibility
of the optimized design method in Figure 2. In addition, the RCS distribution of the Olive
configuration is very gentle in the symmetric angular domain centered at 90◦ and 270◦,
while the RCS curves of the other three configurations oscillate strongly and have more
scattering peaks, which is extremely unfavorable for the stealthy configuration design.
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Figure 5. RCS distribution at 10 GHz for 4 satellite configurations.
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Table 2. Comparison of mean and maximum values of RCS at 10 GHz for 4 satellites.

Satellite Configurations RCS Mean Values /dBsm RCS Maximum Values
/dBsm

TX-1 −20.19 31.32
Eight-sided pointed cone −21.05 −7.01
Ten-sided pointed cone −22.30 −10.06

Olive-A −23.84 −12.65

In order to be able to deal with threats from both space-based and ground-based radar
detection systems when the satellite is in orbit, it is necessary to make the satellite configu-
ration as omnidirectional as possible to achieve stealth. Although the difference between
the mean RCS values in the non-stealthy and stealthy attitudes of Olive-A is small, the
configuration can be further optimized to improve the omnidirectional stealth performance.
The RCS comparison between the stealth attitude of Olive-A and the optimized Olive-B at
10 GHz is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. RCS comparison of the stealth attitude of the Olive-A and the Olive-B. (a) Comparison of
RCS distribution. (b) Comparison of RCS mean and maximum values.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that although the scattering characteristics of the two
stealth configurations are relatively similar, there are some significant differences. The RCS
of the Olive-B configuration is lower than the stealth attitude of the Olive-A configuration
in all angular domains beyond 56 to 123◦ and 236 to 304◦. Specifically, the RCS amplitude
of the Olive-B configuration is higher than that of the stealth attitude of the Olive-A
configuration, but its RCS mean value is lower than that of the stealth attitude of the
Olive-A configuration by 5.54 dBsm, and the RCS mean value reduction effect is significant.

From the above analysis, it is easy to find that the RCS mean value of the stealth
attitude with the best stealth effect of the Olive-A configuration is still inferior to that of the
Olive-B configuration. When the incident wave gradually deviates from the stealth attitude,
the RCS mean value of the Olive-A configuration will continue to increase, and the stealth
performance gap between it and the Olive-B configuration will be even larger. In summary,
since the omnidirectional stealth performance of the Olive-B configuration is significantly
better than that of the Olive-A configuration, the Olive-A configuration is eliminated and
the Olive-B configuration is determined as the final stealth configuration of the satellite.

4.2. Olive-B Configuration Satellite Anechoic Chamber Test Verification

As shown in Figure 7, this RCS test system consists of an anechoic chamber, transmit-
ting and receiving antennas, a turntable, a vector network analyzer, a low-noise amplifier,
and a target to be tested.
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It should be noted that the length, width, and height in Table 3 refer to the dimensions
of the Olive-B; the antenna gain and flap width vary with frequency, and the values given
in Table 3 are at 10 GHz.

Table 3. In-orbit parameters of TX-1 stealthy microsatellite.

Parameter
Items Length/m Width/m Height/m

Distance
between

Antenna and
Target/m

Antenna
Gain/dB

Antenna
Flap Width/◦

Antenna
Aperture/m

Parameter
Value 0.82 0.30 0.30 3.5 12.9 38.25◦ 0.12

The radar band for the electromagnetic test and simulation is set to the X-band and
the polarization form is VV polarization. The comparison of the test and simulation results
of the anechoic chamber of the Olive satellite is given in Figure 8. It is easy to see from the
figure that the simulation results are lower than the test results in the angular domain near
the tips of both sides of the satellite because the spire diffraction is the main contribution
to the RCS of the Olive satellite; however, the physical optics method cannot calculate the
contribution of the diffraction wave to the scattering well. The mean RCS values obtained
from the simulation and test of the Olive satellite in the angular domain of 60–120◦ (another
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symmetric angular domain is 240–300◦) are −6.34 dBsm and −12.97 dBsm, respectively,
with a difference of 6.63 dBsm.
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Figure 8. Comparison of RCS test and simulation results.

As for the RCS error of 60–120◦, the main reason is still caused by placement error and
is “quasi-monostatic”. It is almost impossible to keep the central axis of the Olive-B and the
horn at the same level. As long as there is a slight error in the height of the horn and the
olive, the result of the test will be small because the RCS is only the largest if the incident is
along the central axis of the olive.

Another important reason is the “quasi-monostatic”. The simulation is that the receive
and transmit antennas are the same antenna, which is ideal. Additionally, the test is to put
two antennas close together to approximate a monostatic mode. However, there is a differ-
ence between this and ideal simulation. Of course, this is also the main reason why RCS
deviates within 60–120◦. In fact, within 60–120◦, the RCS error is only a few dBsm, which is
completely acceptable for olive with RCS fluctuation ranges of more than five orders of
magnitude (−55–5 dBsm).

Although the agreement between the RCS anechoic chamber test and simulation
results of the Olive-B satellite is not as good as that of TX-1, the trends of the two are still
highly consistent.

4.3. Stealth Design of Satellite Solar Array

For the Olive-B satellite, a fan-shaped solar array is designed, as shown in Figure 9;
the solar array can be optionally deployed from the satellite or retracted into the satellite
according to the satellite mission needs. When the fan-shaped solar array is deployed
above the satellite, it is difficult for the ground-based radar to transmit radar waves directly
to the solar array surface because the satellite is blocking the solar array. In addition, the
fan-shaped solar array can be rotated around the yellow axis, and the size and deployment
height of the solar array can be flexibly adjusted according to the requirements.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional model of the satellite after the deployment of the fan-shaped solar array.

In order to study the RCS variation in the satellite before and after the sector solar
array deployment, the schematic of the incident wave after the solar array deployment
and the RCS comparison before and after the satellite solar array deployment are given
in Figures 10 and 11, respectively, with an incidence frequency of 4 GHz, VV polarization,
and circumferential incidence.
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Figure 11. Comparison of RCS before and after the deployment of the fan-shaped solar array.

After the deployment of the fan-shaped solar array, the backscattering becomes sig-
nificantly stronger when the radar wave is vertically incident the combination of the solar
array and the satellite, resulting in an increase in RCS from −4.63 dBm to 2.57 dBsm, an
increase of 7.2 dBsm. In addition, RCS in the angular domain around 180◦ also rises to a
certain extent, which is the contribution of specular reflection and edge diffraction of the
solar array, and the RCS in the remaining angular domain basically overlaps. It can be seen
that although the fan-shaped solar array increases the RCS in the small angle domain, the
damage to the overall stealth performance of the satellite is small, and due to the covering
of the solar array by the satellite, the ground-based radar wave within a certain angle range
cannot be directly incident into the fan-shaped solar array, which has certain advantages
over the traditional solar array in terms of configuration stealth.
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Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of the radar wave incident on the isolated solar array
model from three typical azimuths. The three incident azimuths are the roll plane, the pitch
plane, and the yaw plane.
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of three incident orientations.

Figure 13 shows the RCS distribution characteristics of the fan-shaped solar array on
the roll plane, the pitch plane, and the yaw plane.
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Figure 13. Comparison of RCS under three detection orientations. (a) RCS characteristic distribution;
(b) RCS average and maximum.

The RCS characteristics of the pitch and yaw planes are similar, the RCS of the two
scattering main flaps (90 and 270◦) are both 10.5 dBsm, and their RCS is mainly contributed
to by the specular reflection from the solar array surface. The RCS of the roll plane is
contributed to by the very weak specular reflection at the edge of the solar array and the
creeping wave diffraction of the rotating axis; its overall RCS is below −30 dBsm and the
average RCS value is only −39.36 dBsm, which is lower than that of the pitch and yaw
planes by 19.08 dBsm and 14.37 dBsm, respectively. The RCS of the three typical detection
azimuths is quite different, the stealth performance of the roll plane is the best, the yaw
plane is the second, and the pitch plane is the worst.

The fan-shaped solar array can be rotated at any angle through the rotating shaft.
Figure 14 shows the three-dimensional model of the satellite when the solar array rotates
to three typical positions. In order to explore the influence of the solar array rotation
angle on the satellite RCS characteristics, Figure 15 shows the comparison of satellite RCS
characteristics under three different rotation angles.
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The analysis of Figure 15a shows that the position of the main scattering flap of the
RCS characteristic curve changes due to the change of the direction of the solar array
specular reflection caused by the solar array rotation. In other words, when the solar array
rotates by a certain angle, the RCS distribution curve of the satellite is shifted to the right
by a certain angle, but this overall shift is not exactly “copied”, and there are still a few
angular areas where the RCS is different. It can be seen from Figure 15b that the stealth
performance of the satellite gradually decreases as the rotation angle increases. From
the position of the solar array rotating 0◦ to the position of rotation 90◦, the mean value
of satellite RCS increases from −21.41 dBsm to −16.35 dBsm; the increase is 5.06 dBsm.
Therefore, the stealth performance of the satellite configuration in Figure 14a is better than
that in Figure 14b,c, and thus the satellite should keep the solar array in the attitude of
Figure 14a as much as possible when it is in orbit.

4.4. Radar Maximum Detection Distance Analysis

The maximum detection distance of the radar is proportional to the fourth root of the
target RCS, so reducing the target RCS can reduce the detection distance of the radar and
reduce the probability of the target being detected by the radar. The probability of target
detection by radar is closely related to the size of the target’s own RCS, the distance from
the radar, and other factors. The calculation formula for the probability of target detection
by Doppler radar search is:

PDk = exp

(
− 9.5

√
ΩR

Sjk
√

∆θa fr

)
(17)

Sjk =
PtG2λ2Enσ

(4π)3kbT0BnFnLnR4
T

(18)
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where PDk is the probability of the radar finding the target, ΩR is the antenna scanning
angular velocity, Sjk is the individual pulse signal-to-noise ratio, ∆θa is the radar horizontal
flap width, fr is the radar pulse repetition frequency, Pt is the radar transmit power, G is the
antenna gain, σ is the arithmetic mean of the RCS, En is the compression ratio of the pulse,
kb is the Boltzmann constant with the value of 1.38 × 10−23 W × s/K, T0 is the standard
room temperature 290 K, Bn is the receiver noise bandwidth, Fn is the receiver noise factor,
Ln is the total system loss, and RT is the maximum distance at which a pulse Doppler radar
can detect a target.

The relevant data of a pulse Doppler radar selected for the calculation in this section
are shown in Table 4 [19,20].

Table 4. Relevant data of a pulse Doppler radar.

Parameter Item Parameter Value

∆θa(◦) 7
fr 300

ΩR(◦/s) 30
Pt(MW) 1
G(dB) 36

En 900
Bn(MHz) 0.077

Fn(dB) 55
Ln(dB) 20

During the orbital flight of the stealth satellite, its position and attitude change relative
to the direction of the ground-based and space-based detection radar; the RCS will rise or
decrease, and the maximum dangerous distance detected by the radar will also change
accordingly. In this section, four different observation directions of stealth satellites are
selected for the study.

Figure 16 gives the probability distribution of three stealth satellites being detected
by a certain pulsed Doppler radar under the X-band (10 GHz) in the −30◦ ≤ θ ≤ 30◦,
150◦ ≤ θ ≤ 210◦, 60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 120◦, and 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 360◦. The horizontal coordinates indicate the
maximum distance that the radar can detect from our satellite, and the vertical coordinates
indicate the probability of the satellite being detected by the radar.

As the radar detection distance decreases, the probability of a satellite being detected
by radar increases, which means that the closer the radar is to the detected target within
the maximum detection distance, the greater the probability of the target being detected.
The maximum radar detection distance of Olive-B is the lowest, compared with the other
two stealth satellites in the spaceward, groundward, and omnidirectional angular domains.
All three stealth configurations (including Olive-A stealth and non-stealth attitudes) have a
low probability of being detected by enemy radars; the maximum radar detection distance
is below 20 km and the difference between the maximum radar detection distances of
the three satellites is small. Unlike the other three detection directions, the maximum
radar detection distance of TX-1 is the smallest in the lateral angle domain, and the radar
detection distance of different stealth configurations of satellites varies greatly, especially
given the maximum detection distance of non-stealth attitude of Olive-A configuration is
significantly higher than the other three stealth satellites.
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Figure 17 gives a comparison of the maximum radar detection distances of the three
stealth satellites at a detection probability of 10% under the X-band radar (10 GHz), where
the Olive-A configuration is only taken in its stealthy attitude. The maximum distances
detected by radar in the spaceward, groundward, lateral, and omnidirectional directions
for the Olive-B configuration are 58.68%, 46.59%, 98.17%, and 67.03% of those for the
Olive-A configuration and 24.40%, 15.73%, 200.37%, and 58.35% of those for the TX-1,
respectively. This indicates that the application of radar stealth technology can effectively
reduce the maximum radar detection distance of the satellite and improve the satellite’s
in-orbit survivability and operational effectiveness.
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The maximum radar detection distance of the satellite is also closely related to the
frequency size of the radar wave. In this section, six different frequencies of radar waves
from L-band to Ku-band are selected to study the effect of frequency size on the maximum
radar detection distance.

Figure 18 shows the probability distribution of three kinds of stealth satellites detected
by the enemy radar detection system under the incidence of radar waves of different
frequencies. Table 5 shows the comparison of the maximum detection distances of the three
kinds of stealth satellites when the pulse Doppler radar finds the target with a probability
of 10%. It can be seen that:

(1) The probabilities of the three stealth satellites being detected by enemy radars at
different frequencies are also quite different. Among them, the L-band has the highest
probability of being detected by the radar, and the C, X, and Ku-bands have a higher
probability of being detected by the radar.

(2) The probability of different satellite stealth configurations being detected by radar
is affected differently by the frequency. The probability of the multi-faceted stealth
configuration (TX-1) being detected by radar will change significantly with the in-
crease in frequency, while the two Olive configurations are less affected by frequency,
especially the Olive-B configuration.

(3) Under the irradiation of a certain pulse Doppler radar of six frequencies with a
probability of finding a target of 10%, the radar maximum detection distance of
TX-1 reaches a maximum of 61.91 km at 1 GHz (L-band), and at 10 GHz (X-band)
the minimum value is 13.52 km. The radar maximum detection distance of the
Olive-A configuration non-stealth attitude reaches a maximum value of 48.10 km at
1 GHz (L-band) and a minimum value of 9.28 km at 16 GHz (Ku-band). The radar
maximum detection distance in the stealth attitude of Olive-A configuration reaches a
maximum value of 40.95 km at 1 GHz (L-band) and a minimum value of 8.14 km at
13 GHz (Ku-band). The radar maximum detection range of the Olive-B configuration
reaches a maximum of 24.80 km at 1 GHz (L-band) and a minimum of 6.27 km at
16 GHz (Ku-band). The radar maximum detection distance of the Olive-B obtained by
configuration optimization is smaller than that of the other two stealth configurations
in each frequency band, and it generally shows a downward trend with the increase
in the incident wave frequency. To sum up, the stealth performance of satellites at
high frequencies is better than that at low frequencies, which also shows that how to
deal with threats from low-frequency and long-range early warning radars is the key
to improving the in-orbit survivability of olive stealth satellites.
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Table 5. Comparison of the radar maximum detection distance of satellites with a 10% probability of
detection of the target.

f /GHz
Radar Maximum Detection Distance /km

TX-1
Non-Stealthy

Attitude of the Olive-A
Stealthy Attitude of the

Olive-A Olive-B

1 GHz 61.91 48.10 40.95 24.80
4 GHz 22.91 26.31 23.98 19.51
7 GHz 15.43 14.07 11.31 9.94
10 GHz 13.52 12.95 11.15 7.91
13 GHz 14.15 10.23 8.14 7.15
16 GHz 17.83 9.28 8.93 6.27

5. Conclusions

Based on the multi-faceted stealth configuration of the TX-1 satellite, this paper pro-
poses an optimal design method for the stealth configuration of the satellite to improve the
stealth performance of the satellite in orbit. Aiming at the two optimized stealth satellite
configurations, a fan-shaped stealth solar array is designed, and the anechoic chamber
RCS measurement is carried out on the metal model of Olive-B with better performance.
Both its low scattering characteristics are verified and the correctness of the calculation
method is demonstrated. In this paper, a large number of numerical simulations of stealth
characteristics of various stealth satellites are carried out, and the following conclusions
are obtained:
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(1) Under the same electrical size, the average RCS of the Olive configuration is sig-
nificantly lower than that of the multifaceted stealth configuration, the number of
scattering peaks is also lower, and the overall stealth performance is more prominent.

(2) After the fan-shaped solar array is deployed, the RCS of the olivine satellite only
increases to a certain extent in a few angular domains, and the RCS changes very little
in most angular domains, which has little impact on the stealth performance of the
satellite. When the rotation angle of the fan-shaped solar array is 0◦, the mean and
maximum value of satellite RCS reach the minimum.

(3) The maximum radar detection distance of Olive-B configuration in each band is
smaller than that of Olive-A and TX-1, and it generally declines with the increase in
the incident frequencies. In terms of radar stealth performance, Olive-B is the best,
followed by Olive-A, and TX-1 is the worst.
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